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Abstract

The bias-eliminating least squares (BELS) method is one of the consistent es-
timators for identifying dynamic errors-in-variables systems. The attraction of the
BELS method lies in its good accuracy and its modest computational cost. In this
report, we investigate the asymptotic accuracy propertiesof the BELS estimates.
It is shown that the estimated system parameters and the estimated noise variances
are asymptotically Gaussian distributed. An explicit expression for the normalized
covariance matrix of the estimated parameters is derived and supported by some
numerical examples.

1 Introduction

System identification and parameter estimation for stochastic errors-in-variables (EIV)
systems, where the input as well as the output measurements are noisy, have been a
topic of active research for several decades. This class of system models frequently
appears in various problems of practical interest, such as time series econometric mod-
els, blind channel equalization in communications, multivariate calibration in analytical
chemistry,etc. See [11] for more descriptions.

Till now, many solutions to the EIV system identification problem have been proposed
with different approaches. For example, the Koopmans-Levin (KL) method [1], the pre-
diction error method [4], frequency domain methods [3], andmethods based on higher
order cumulate statistics [10],etc. See [8] and references therein for a comprehensive
survey in this respect.
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The focus of this report is placed on the bias-eliminating least squares (BELS) algo-
rithms, which are developed according to the bias compensation principle, see [13],
[12]. Since the BELS methods usually give quite good estimation accuracy (more ac-
curate than standard IV methods and often comparable to the use of a prediction error
method) but with a modest computational load, they seem to belong to the class of the
more interesting and efficient approaches for errors-in-variables identification.

Noticeably, however, a statistical analysis of the accuracy of the BELS methods has
been missing in the literature. There is no doubt that such anaccuracy analysis can
highly facilitate evaluation of and comparison with different identification approaches.
Besides, one may also get insight into important issues likehow different user choices
in the algorithms can influence the accuracy, and when the estimation problem is hard
to solve and only a low accuracy can be expected.

In this report, we will make an accuracy analysis of the parameter estimates for the
BELS method. We will follow the analysis approach used for the Frisch method in [5].
First, the dynamic errors-in-variables problem is formulated in Section 2 and notations
are described in Section 3. After a brief review of the BELS methods in Section 4,
we give linearization results of the key equations utilizedby the BELS algorithm for
large data numberN in Section 5. The asymptotic normalized covariance matrix of the
BELS estimated parameters is presented as a theorem in Section 6. Finally, an numerical
example is studied in Section 7 before concluding in Section8.

2 Problem Formulation

Consider a linear and finite order system given byA(q�1)y0(t) = B(q�1)u0(t); (2.1)

whereu0(t) andy0(t) are the noise-free input and output, respectively, andA(q�1) andB(q�1) are polynomials described asA(q�1) = 1 + a1 q�1 + : : :+ ana q�naB(q�1) = b1 q�1 + : : : + bnb q�nb: (2.2)

Measurements of both the input and the output are contaminated by additive noise, so
the available measurementsu(t) andy(t) areu(t) = u0(t) + ũ(t); y(t) = y0(t) + ỹ(t): (2.3)

We assume that the system is asymptotically stable, observable and controllable; the
system ordersna andnb are a priori known; the noise-free inputu0(t) is persistently
exciting of sufficient order; the noise signalsũ(t) and ỹ(t) are independent ofu0(t);
and ũ(t) and ỹ(t) are mutually independent white noise sequences of zero mean, and
variances�u and�y, respectively.

The problem of identifying this error-in-variables systemis concerned with consistently
estimating the parameter vector# = (�T ; �T )T

= (a1 : : : ana b1 : : : bnb ; �y �u)T (2.4)
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from the measured noisy datafu(t); y(t)gNt=1.

The task of this report is to derive the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimated
parameters for the BELS estimator:P = limN!1E nNcov(#̂� #0)(#̂� #0)To (2.5)

where#̂ is the estimate of#, and#0 denotes the true value.

3 Notation

We now introduce several notations. First, the regressor vector is defined by'(t) = (�y(t�1) : : :� y(t�na); u(t�1) : : : u(t�nb))T (3.1)'(t) = '0(t) + '̃(t) (3.2)

where'0(t) and'̃(t) denotes the noise-free term and the noise contribution to the re-
gressor vector, respectively.

For convenience, we express the system parameter vector in partitioned form as� =

�
a

b

� ; a =

0B� a1
...ana 1CA ; b =

0B� b1
...bnb 1CA : (3.3)

We will use the conventions�̃ = �̂ � �0; �̃y = �̂y � �0y; �̃u = �̂u � �0u (3.4)

where�0; �0y; �0u denote the true value of�; �y; �u, respectively.̂�; �̂y; �̂u are the corre-
sponding estimates, and̃�; �̃y; �̃u are the relevant estimation errors.

Furthermore,̂�LS;N andV̂LS;N will be used to express the least squares (LS) parameter
estimate and the minimum value of the LS loss function for a finite number of dataN ,
while �̂LS;1 andV̂LS;1 represent the quantities whenN !1. The differences of these
two cases are as follows:

˜̂�LS = �̂LS;N � �̂LS;1; ṼLS = V̂LS;N � V̂LS;1: (3.5)

The cross-covariance matrices and vectors and their estimates are given byR' = E'(t)'T (t); (3.6)R̂' =
1N NXt=1

'(t)'T (t); (3.7)r'y = R'�̂LS;1 = E'(t)y(t); (3.8)r̂'y = R̂'�̂LS;N =
1N NXt=1

'(t)y(t): (3.9)
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The covariance matrix of the noise terms and its estimate aredenoted asR'̃ = E'̃(t)'̃T (t) =

� �0yIna 0

0 �0uInb � (3.10)R̂'̃ =

� �̂yIna 0

0 �̂uInb � (3.11)R̃'̃ = R̂'̃ �R'̃ (3.12)

ForR', there exists the relationR' = R'0
+R'̃, whereR'0

is the covariance matrix of
the noise-free term,i.e., R'0

= E'0(t)'T
0 (t).

4 Review of the BELS method

BELS algorithms are built upon the bias compensation principle. That is, remove the
noise-contribution parts from the covariance matrixR' to get consistent estimates.�̂BELS = (R̂' � R̂'̃)�1r̂'y (4.1)

From equation (3.10), we know thatR'̃ contains two unknown parameters,i.e. the
variances of the input and output noises�u and�y. So, in addition to the modified
normal equation (4.1), (at least) two more relations for�u and�y are needed. One such
relation can be derived from the minimal value of the least squares criterion:VLS = min� E(y(t)� 'T (t)�)2 = �y + �T0 R'̃�̂LS (4.2)

(see equation (12) in [7]). To get a second relation for�u and�y, an extended model
structure is considered in BELS. For this purpose introduceextended versions of'(t),� and�0 as '̄ =

� '' � ; �̄ =

� �� � ; �̄0 =

� �0

0

� : (4.3)

The possible model extension includes, for example, appending an additionalA param-
eter, which yields '(t) = �y(t� na � 1); � = ana+1 (4.4)

or, appending an additionalB parameter, which gives'(t) = u(t� nb � 1); � = bnb+1 (4.5)

In the extended model, by replacing'(t) with '̄(t), the least squares estimateˆ̄�LS, the
covariance matrixR'̄ and the covariance matrix of the noisēR'̃ can be calculated in the
same way as that̂�LS , R' andR'̃ in the normal model.

Next consider least squares estimation in the extended linear regression modely(t) = '̄T (t)�̄ + "(t);
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which leads to R'̄ˆ̄�LS = r'̄y:
Similar to (4.1), it holds thatR'̄ˆ̄�LS = r'̄0y0

+ r˜̄'ỹ = R'̄0
�̄0 = (R'̄ �R˜̄')�̄0: (4.6)

Set H = (0; : : : ; 1) 2 Rna+nb+1; J=

�Ina+nb
0

� ; �̄0 =J�0: (4.7)

Observe thatH�̄0 = 0. Equation (4.6) impliesHˆ̄�LS = HR�1'̄ (R'̄ � R˜̄')�̄0 = �HR�1'̄ R˜̄'J�0: (4.8)

See [12] and [7] for details.

Summing up so far the BELS algorithm consists of the following equations to determine
the system parameter vector� and noise variance vector�, where� = (�y �u)T .R'�̂LS = (R' � R'̃(�)) � (4.9)VLS = �y + �̂TLSR'̃(�)� (4.10)Hˆ̄�LS = �HR�1'̄ R̄'̃(�)J�: (4.11)

Equations (4.9)-(4.11) turn out to be bilinear in the unknowns� and�. There are dif-
ferent ways to solve these equations. In [7] , a variable projection algorithm has been
proposed which has better convergence property than the traditional BELS algorithm
[13] and [12].

5 Linearization

To analyze the estimation accuracy, we will examine how the estimateŝ# deviates from
the true parameter vector#0 for large data sets (largeN ). The technique for doing so
is to linearize the above three equations (4.9)-(4.11) by assuming that#̂ is close to#0

(i.e. estimation error is small) whenN is large. Linearization results of equations (4.9)-
(4.11) are summarized in the following three lemmas, while their proofs are given in
Appendixes A, B and C, respectively.

Lemma 5.1. Linearizing equation (4.9) leads toR'0
�̃+

� �a

0

� �̃y+

�
0�b

� �̃u =
1N NXt=1

'(t)"(t)�E'(t)"(t); (5.1)

where "(t) = y(t)� 'T (t)�0

= A(q�1)(y0(t) + ỹ(t))� B(q�1)(u0(t) + ũ(t))
= A(q�1)ỹ(t)� B(q�1)ũ(t): (5.2)
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Lemma 5.2. Linearizing equation (4.10) leads torT'yR�1' R'̃�̃+

�
1+rT'yR�1' �

a

0

���̃y+rT'yR�1' � 0

b

��̃u
=

1N NXt=1

"LS(t)"(t)� E"LS(t)"(t); (5.3)

where "LS(t) = y(t)� 'T (t)�̂LS;1
= ALS(q�1)y(t)� BLS(q�1)u(t)
=

�ALS(q�1)B(q�1)� BLS(q�1)A(q�1)A(q�1)

�u0(t)
+ALS(q�1)ỹ(t)� BLS(q�1)ũ(t): (5.4)

Lemma 5.3. Linearizing equation (4.11) leads to�HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J�̃ �HR�1'̄ 0� a

0

0

1A �̃y �HR�1'̄ 0� 0

b

0

1A �̃u
= HR�1'̄  

1N NXt=1

'̄(t)"(t)� E'̄(t)"(t)! : (5.5)

Proof See Appendix A-C.

As can be seen, each of the three equations (4.9)-(4.11) is linearized into the generic
form ���̃ + ��y �̃y + ��u �̃u � �s (5.6)

where the coefficients��; ��y ; ��u are deterministic variables, while�s is a random
term which has zero mean and a variance that decreases whenN increases.

Moreover, we note that the term�s in equations (5.1) and (5.5) depends only on"(t), the
disturbances coming from the input and output noises. However,�s in equation (5.3) is
related not only to"(t) but also to"LS(t) which depends on the noise-free inputu0(t).
6 Asymptotic Covariance Matrix

Now we are ready to state the main theoretical result of the report.

Theorem 6.1. Assume that the white noisẽy(t) has momentsEỹ(t) = 0; Eỹ2(t) = �y
andEỹ4(t) = �y, and similarly forũ(t): Eũ(t) = 0; Eũ2(t) = �u andEũ4(t) = �u.
Under the given assumptions in Section 2 and the central limit theorem in [2], it follows
that the BELS estimated parameter#̂ is asymptotically Gaussian distributedpN(#̂� #0)

dist�! N (0; P ); (6.1)
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where P = limN!1NE nNcov(#̂� #0)(#̂� #0)To
= G�1 limN!1NE��TG�T
= G�1QG�T : (6.2)

The coefficients��; ��y ; ��u, cf (5.6), appear as block elements ofG. The block ele-
ments ofQ are covariance matrices of the random terms�s. That is,

G=

0BBBBBBBB�
R'0

� �a

0

� �
0�b

�rT'yR�1' R'̃ 1 + rT'yR�1' �
a

0

� rT'yR�1' �
0

b

��HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J �HR�1'̄ 0� a

0

0

1A �HR�1'̄ 0� 0

b

0

1A
1CCCCCCCCA (6.3)

Q = QG + QNG (6.4)

In the case of Gaussian measurement noise, only the termQG applies, andQNG van-
ishes. The two terms are given in partitioned form asQ =

0� QG
11 QG

12 QG
13QG

21 QG
22 QG

23QG
31 QG

32 QG
33

1A ; 0� QNG
11 QNG

12 QNG
13QNG

21 QNG
22 QNG

23QNG
31 QNG

32 QNG
33

1A : (6.5)

The blocks in the symmetric matrixQG are as followsQG
11 =

X� �r'"(�)rT'"(��) + R'(�)r"(�)
�

(6.6)QG
12 =

X� (r'"LS(�)r"(�) + r'"(�)r""LS(�)) (6.7)QG
13 =

X� �r'"(�)rT̄'"(��) + R''̄(�)r"(�)
�R�1'̄ HT (6.8)QG

22 =
X� (r"LS(�)r"(�) + r"LS"(�)r""LS(�)) (6.9)QG

23 =
X� �r"LS"(�)rT̄'"(��)+rT"LS'̄(�)r"(�)

�R�1'̄ HT (6.10)QG
33 = HR�1'̄  X� �r'̄"(�)rT̄'"(��)+R'̄(�)r"(�)

�!R�1'̄ HT
(6.11)

The blocks of the matrixQNG are as followsQNG
11 =

�
(�y � 3�2y)aa

T
0

0 (�u � 3�2u)bb
T � ; (6.12)
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QNG
12 =

� �(�y � 3�2y)a(āTLS ā)
(�u � 3�2u)b(bTLSb)

� ; (6.13)QNG
13 =

�
(�y � 3�2y)aa

T
0na�nb 0na�1

0nb�na (�u � 3�2u)bb
T

0nb�1

�R�1'̄ HT ; (6.14)QNG
22 = (�y � 3�2y)(āTLSā)2 + (�u � 3�2u)(bTLSb)2; (6.15)QNG
23 =

� �(�y � 3�2y)aT (āTLSā) (�u � 3�2u)bT (bTLSb) 0
�R�1'̄ HT ; (6.16)QNG

33 = HR�1'̄ 0� (�y � 3�2y)aa
T

0na�nb 0na�1

0nb�na (�u � 3�2u)bb
T

0nb�1

01�na 01�nb 0

1AR�1'̄ HT : (6.17)

Proof. See Appendix D.

The covariance elements in the blocks ofQG satisfyr"(k) =

� �yPi aiai+k + �uPi bibi+k
0 jkj > max(na; nb � 1)

(6.18)r""LS(k) =

� �yPi aia(LS)i+k + �uPi bib(LS)i+k
0 jkj > max(na; nb � 1)

(6.19)r'"(k) =
���y(a1�k : : : ana�k)T ;��u(b1�k : : : bnb�k)T�Tr'̄"(k) =
���y(a1�k : : : ana�k)T ;��u(b1�k : : : bnb�k)T ;��yana+1�k or �ubna+1�k)T (6.20)

where the conventions ai =

�
1 i = 0
0 i > na; i < 0

(6.21)bi = 0 i > nb; i � 0: (6.22)

are used. Note that the summations over� in the elements ofQ are over all values mak-
ing the terms nonzero. However, due to the condition ofr"(�), r""LS(�), andr'"(�) andr'̄"(�) will be zero whenj� j > max(na; nb� 1) or j� j > max(na + 1; nb), respectively.
Thus, each sum is finite and will have only a modest number of nonzero terms.

7 Numerical Examples

We now present some examples to illustrate the theoretical formulas derived in the pre-
ceding section. For simplicity, only Gaussian data are considered here.

Example 1. Consider a first-order system given by

(1� 0:8q�1)y0(t) = 1:0q�1u0(t): (7.1)

The noise-free inputu0(t) is an ARMA(1,1) process

(1� 0:5q�1)u0(t) = (1 + 0:7q�1)e(t); (7.2)
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wheree(t) is a zero-mean white noise with unit variance. The white measurement noises
at the input and output sides both have unit variance, too. For each simulation result,N = 10000 data points are used andM = 1000 realizations are made.

First, consider that an additionalA parameter is appended, and in this case'(t) =�y(t � 2). The theoretical normalized asymptotic covariance matrixof the estimation
error is P =

0BB� 0:084
0:228 1:391�0:248 �1:490 6:326
0:303 1:839 �2:684 8:289

1CCA :
The corresponding normalized covariance matrix obtained from the Monte-Carlo simu-
lation is as followsPs =

0BB� 0:084
0:227 1:405�0:248 �1:485 6:392
0:294 1:832 �2:682 8:288

1CCA :
Second, consider the case of appending an additionalB parameter,i.e., '(t) = u(t�2).
The theoretical normalized asymptotic covariance matrix isP =

0BB� 0:191
0:791 4:349�0:864 �4:734 9:688
1:747 9:395 �11:226 27:263

1CCA :
The Monte-Carlo simulation result isPs =

0BB� 0:198
0:803 4:284�0:866 �4:739 9:770
1:787 9:355 �11:283 27:593

1CCA :
In order to comparePs with the theoretical covariance matrixP , by Appendix B9 in
[9], the following relation jPs(i; j)� P (i; j)jjP (i; j)j � 3pM (7.3)

holds with95% probability for diagonal elements and to non-diagonal elements whose
absolute value is not too small. As can be seen, the theoretical results are in good agree-
ment with the simulation results for both cases. It also shows that adding an extraA
parameter can result in much better estimation accuracy than choosing an extraB pa-
rameter in the extended models.
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Example 2. Consider a second-order system given by

(1� 1:5q�1 + 0:7q�2)y0(t) = (1:0q�1 + 0:5q�2)u0(t); (7.4)

whereu0(t) and the variances of the measurement noises are kept as the same as in
Example 1. Assume'(t) = �y(t � 3). Then the theoretical normalized asymptotic
covariance matrix isP =

0BBBBBB� 0:34�0:26 0:22�1:01 0:63 14:36
1:71 �1:16 �14:52 17:50�0:04 0:06 �3:74 2:67 6:03�0:07 �0:01 7:38 �5:75 �3:62 11:36

1CCCCCCA ;
and the Monte-Carlo simulation result isPs =

0BBBBBB� 0:33�0:26 0:22�1:02 0:65 13:32
1:72 �1:19 �13:91 17:20�0:09 0:10 �3:33 2:24 5:85�0:05 �0:02 6:42 �5:06 �3:33 10:51

1CCCCCCA :
Again, the agreement between theory and simulation is fairly good.

For BELS, the user choice on the construction of the extendedmodels is very impor-
tant. The analysis here shows that adding an extraA parameter can result much better
estimation accuracy than choosing an extraB parameter in the extended models.

8 Conclusions

In this report, we have analyzed the accuracy of the BELS estimates for identifying
the errors-in-variables systems. The normalized asymptotic covariance matrix of the
estimated system parameters and the estimated noise variances has been derived. The
numerical examples demonstrate the correctness of the theoretical results. It suggests
that, in the extended model of the BELS estimator, choose to add the regressor which
contains more information on the system and/or the noises inorder to get better esti-
mates. The analysis can be extend to the BELS algorithm undermore general noise
conditions.

Acknowledgment: This research was partially supported by The Swedish Research
Council, contract 621-2005-4207.

A Linearization of equation (4.9)

Consider equation (4.9) for a finiteN :R̂'�̂ = R̂'�̂LS;N + R̂'̃�̂ = r̂'y + R̂'̃�̂ (A.1)
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and forN !1: R'�0 = R'�̂LS;1 + R'̃�0 = r'y + R'̃�0: (A.2)

In equation (A.1), replacêR', r̂'y and�̂ withR'+R̃', r'y+r̃'y, and�0+�̃, respectively.
It gives

(R' + R̃')(�0 + �̃) = (r'y + r̃'y) + (R'̃ + R̃'̃)(�0 + �̃):
Assume that̂# is close to#0. ThenR̃', r̃'y, �̃, andR̃'̃ are all small. We can neglect the
second order terms and use (A.2) to getR'�̃ + R̃'�0 = r̃'y + R'̃�̃ + R̃'̃�0) (R' �R'̃)�̃ � R̃'̃�0 = r̃'y � R̃'�0) � R'0

�a 0

0 �b

�0� �̃̃�y�̃u 1A=(r̂'y � r'y)� (R̂'�R')�0

Finally we have �1
4
= (r̂'y � r'y)� (R̂' �R')�0

=
1N X'(t) �y(t)� 'T (t)�0

��E'(t) �y(t)� 'T (t)�0

�
=

1N X'(t)"(t)� E'(t)"(t): (A.3)

B Linearization of equation (4.10)

Consider equation (4.10) for a finiteN :V̂LS;N = �̂y + �̂TLS;NR̂'̃�̂ (B.1)

and forN !1: VLS;1 = �y + �̂TLS;1R'̃�0 (B.2)

where�̂LS;N = R̂�1' r̂'y, �̂LS;1 = R�1' r'y. Here we assume that̂R�1' exists (R�1' exists
due to the assumptions made in Section 2).VLS;1 can be further expressed asVLS;1 = E(y(t)� 'T (t)�̂LS;1)2

= E�y(t)�'T (t)R�1' r'y)(y(t)�'T (t)R�1' r'y�
= ry � rT'yR�1' r'y: (B.3)

Similarly, for V̂LS;N , we can getV̂LS;N = r̂y � r̂T'yR̂�1' r̂'y: (B.4)
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Equation (B.1) can be expressed as

(VLS;1 + ṼLS)

= (�y + �̃y) + (�̂TLS;1 +
˜̂�TLS)(R'̃ + R̃'̃)(�0 + �̃):

By neglecting the second and higher order terms, using (B.2)results inṼLS = �̃y + �̂TLS;1R'̃�̃ + �̂TLS;1R̃'̃�0 +
˜̂�TLSR'̃�0:

Then we use (B.3) and (B.4) to get) rT'yR�1' R'̃�̃ +

�
1 + rT'yR�1' �

a

0

�� �̃y
+rT'yR�1' �

0

b

� �̃u
= (r̂y � ry)� (r̂T'yR̂�1' r̂'y � rT'yR�1' r'y)�(r̂T'yR̂�1' � rT'yR�1' )R'̃�0:

Let �2
4
= (r̂y � ry)� (r̂T'yR̂�1' r̂'y � rT'yR�1' r'y)�(r̂T'yR̂�1' � rT'yR�1' )R'̃�0:

Because r̂T'yR̂�1' r̂'y � rT'yR�1' r'y � (r̂'y � r'y)TR�1' r'y�rT'yR�1' (R̂' � R')R�1' r'y + rT'yR�1' (r̂'y � r'y);r̂T'yR̂�1' � rT'yR�1' �
(r̂'y � r'y)TR�1' � rT'yR�1' (R̂' � R')R�1' ;r'y = (R' �R'̃)�0;�2 can be represented as�2 = (r̂y � ry)� (r̂'y � r'y)TR�1' (2r'y + R'̃�0)

+rT'yR�1' (R̂' � R')R�1' (r'y + R'̃�0)

= (r̂y � ry)� (r̂'y � r'y)T (2�0 � R�1' R'̃�0)

+rT'yR�1' (R̂' � R')�0:
Further, since �̂LS;1=R�1' r'y =R�1' (R'�R'̃)�0 =�0�R�1' R'̃�0'(t)T �0 = y(t)� y(t) + '(t)T �0 = y(t)� "(t)'(t)T �̂LS;1 = y(t)� y(t) + '(t)T �LS;1

= y(t)� "LS(t);
12



we have�2 = (r̂y � ry)� (r̂'y � r'y)T (�0 + �̂LS;1) + �̂TLS;1(R̂' � R')�0

=

�
1N X y2(t)� Ey2(t)���1NX y(t)'(t)T�Ey(t)'(t)T�(�0+�̂LS;1)

+�̂TLS;1� 1N X'(t)'(t)T�E'(t)'(t)T��0

=
1N X "LS(t)"(t)� E"LS(t)"(t): (B.5)

C Linearization of equation (4.11)

Consider equation (4.11) for a finiteN :Hˆ̄�LS;N = �HR̂�1'̄ ˆ̄R'̃J�̂ (C.1)

and forN !1: Hˆ̄�LS;1 = �HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J�0: (C.2)

Because(R'̄ + R̃'̄)�1 � R�1'̄ � R�1'̄ R̃'̄R�1'̄ , it follows from (C.1) thatHˆ̄�LS;N = �H(R�1'̄ �R�1'̄ R̃'̄R�1'̄ )(R̄'̃+ ˜̄R'̃)J(�0+�̃):
Neglecting the second and higher order terms givesHˆ̄�LS;N = �HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J�0 + HR�1'̄ R̃'̄R�1'̄ R̄'̃J�0� HR�1'̄ ˜̄R'̃J�0 �HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J�̃) H(ˆ̄�LS;N � ˆ̄�LS;1)�HR�1'̄ R̃'̄R�1'̄ R̄'̃J�0

= �HR�1'̄ ˜̄R'̃J�0 �HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J�̃)�HR�1'̄ R̄'̃J�̃�HR�1'̄ 0� a

0

0

1A �̃y�HR�1'̄ 0� 0

b

0

1A �̃u
= H(R̂�1'̄ r̂'̄y �R�1'̄ r'̄y)�HR�1'̄ (R̂'̄ � R'̄)R�1'̄ R̄'̃J�0:

Let �3
4
= H(R̂�1'̄ r̂'̄y�R�1'̄ r'̄y)�HR�1'̄ (R̂'̄�R'̄)R�1'̄ R̄'̃J�0

= HR�1'̄ �(r̂'̄y�r'̄y)�(R̂'̄�R'̄)R�1'̄ (r'̄y + R̄'̃�̄0)
� :

Then using the relationr'̄y = (R'̄ � R̄'̃)�̄0 (which can easily be proved), we get�3 = HR�1'̄ �
(r̂'̄y � r'̄y)� (R̂'̄ � R'̄)�̄0

�
= HR�1'̄ �

1N X '̄(t)(y(t)� '̄T (t)�̄0)� E'̄(t)(y(t)� '̄T (t)�̄0)

�
= HR�1'̄ �

1N X '̄(t)(y(t)� 'T (t)�0)� E'̄(t)(y(t)� 'T (t)�0)

�
= HR�1'̄ �

1N X '̄(t)"(t)� E'̄(t)"(t)� : (C.3)
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D Derivation of elementsQi;j
First, we haveQ11 = limN!1EN�1�T1

= limN!1EN  1N Xt '(t)"(t)� E'(t)"(t)! 1N Xs "(s)'T (s)� E"(s)'T (s)!
= limN!1"EN 1NXt '(t)"(t)! 1NXs "(s)'T (s)!�EN 1NXt '(t)"(t)!E"(s)'T (s)�E'(t)"(t)EN  1N Xs "(s)'T (s)!+ EN  E'(t)"(t)E"(s)'T (s)!#
= limN!1" 1N Xt Xs  E'(t)"(t)"(s)'T (s)� E'(t)"(t)E"(s)'T (s)!# (D.1)

We will first treat the case of Gaussian distributed measurement noise. Using the fol-
lowing property for jointly Gaussian distributed variables:Ex1x2x3x4 = (Ex1x2) (Ex3x4)+(Ex1x3) (Ex2x4)+(Ex1x4) (Ex2x3) ; (D.2)

we getQG
11 = limN!1 1N Xt Xs  E'(t)'T (s)E"(t)"(s) + E'(t)"(s)E"(t)'T (s)! :

By changing variables,� = t� s, the first double sum inQ11 can be expressed as

limN!1 1N Xt Xs  E'(t)'T (s)E"(t)"(s)!
= limN!1 1N N�1X�=1�N (N � j� j)R'(�)r"(�)

!
=

1X�=�1R'(�)r"(�)� limN!1 1N N�1X�=1�N j� jR'(�)r"(�)

Since the covariance functionsR'(�) andr"(�) will decay exponentially whenj� j !1, the second term will converge to zero (see [6] Appendix C formore details). Hence,

limN!1 1N Xt Xs  E'(t)'T (s)E"(t)"(s)! =
1X�=�1R'(�)r"(�)

Applying the same techniques to the second double sum inQG
11 gives finallyQG

11 =
X�  r'"(�)rT'"(��) + R'(�)r"(�)

!
(D.3)
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A similar process is used to deriveQG
12; QG

13; QG
22; QG

23, andQG
33.QG

12 = limN!1EN�1�T2
= limN!1EN  1N Xt '(t)"(t)� E'(t)"(t)! 1N Xs "LS(s)"(s)� E"LS(s)"(s)!T
= limN!1" 1N Xt Xs E'(t)"(t)"LS(s)"(s)�NE'(t)"(t)E"LS(s)"(s)#
= limN!1 1N Xt Xs  E'(t)"LS(s)E"(t)"(s) + E'(t)"(s)E"(t)"LS(s)!
=

X�  r'"LS(�)r"(�) + r'"(�)r""LS(�)

!
(D.4)QG

13 = limN!1EN�1�T3
= limN!1EN 1N Xt '(t)"(t)�E'(t)"(t)! 1NXs "(s)'̄T (s)�E"(s)'̄T (s)!R�1'̄ HT
= limN!1" 1N Xt Xs E'(t)"(t)"(s)'̄T (s)�NE'(t)"(t)E"(s)'̄T (s)#R�1'̄ HT
= limN!1 1N Xt Xs  E'(t)"(s)E"(t)'̄T (s) + E'(t)'̄T (s)E"(t)"(s)!R�1'̄ HT
=

X�  r'"(�)rT̄'"(��) + R''̄(�)r"(�)

!R�1'̄ HT (D.5)QG
22 = limN!1EN�2�T2

= limN!1EN 1NXt "LS(t)"(t)�E"LS(t)"(t)! 1NXs "LS(s)"(s)�E"LS(s)"(s)!T
= limN!1" 1N Xt Xs E"LS(t)"(t)"LS(s)"(s)�NE"LS(t)"(t)E"LS(s)"(s)#
= limN!1 1N Xt Xs  E"LS(t)"LS(s)E"(t)"(s) + E"LS(t)"(s)E"(t)"LS(s)!
=

X�  r"LS(�)r"(�) + r"LS"(�)r""LS(�)

!
(D.6)QG

23 = limN!1EN�2�T3
= limN!1EN  1N Xt "LS(t)"(t)� E"LS(t)"(t)!
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� 1N Xs "(s)'̄T (s)� E"(s)'̄T (s)!R�1'̄ HT
= limN!1 1N Xt Xs E"LS(t)"(t)"(s)'̄T (s)�NE"LS(t)"(t)E"(s)'̄T (s)!R�1'̄ HT
= limN!1 1N Xt Xs "E"LS(t)"(s)E"(t)'̄T (s) + E"LS(t)'̄T (s)E"(t)"(s)#R�1'̄ HT
=

X�  r"LS"(�)rT̄'"(��) + rT"LS'̄(�)r"(�)

!R�1'̄ HT (D.7)QG
33 = limN!1EN�3�T3

= limN!1HR�1'̄ "EN  1N Xt '̄(t)"(t)� E'̄(t)"(t)!�  1N Xs "(s)'̄T (s)� E"(s)'̄T (s)!#R�1'̄ HT
= limN!1HR�1'̄ " 1N Xt Xs E'̄(t)"(t)"(s)'̄T (s)�NE'̄(t)"(t)E"(s)'̄T (s)#R�1'̄ HT
= limN!1HR�1'̄ " 1N Xt Xs �E'̄(t)"(s)E"(t)'̄T (s)+E'̄(t)'̄T (s)E"(t)"(s)�#R�1'̄ HT
= HR�1'̄  X� �r'̄"(�)rT̄'"(��) + R'̄(�)r"(�)

�!R�1'̄ HT : (D.8)

Next we consider the case of non-Gaussian noise. In this caserelation (D.2) cannot be
used. Instead, we follow the techniques used in [6],i.e. utilize that allxk terms are
linear filters operating on a white noise sourcee(t) (being either̃y(t) or ũ(t)). Let the
noisee(t) have zero mean, variance� and the fourth moment�. It holds thatxk(t) = Hk(q�1)e(t); Hk(q�1) =

1Xj=0

hkjq�j; k = 1; 2; 3; 4: (D.9)

Then it holds thatEx1(t)x2(t)x3(t)x4(t)
=

1Xi=0

1Xj=0

1Xk=0

1Xl=0

h1ih2jh1ih3kh4lEe(t� i)e(t� j)e(t� k)e(t� l): (D.10)

As the white noisee(t) has zero mean and is uncorrelated at different time points, the
expectation in (D.10) is nonzero only when the time arguments are pairwise equal or all
equal. Therefore Ee(t� i)e(t� j)e(t� k)e(t� l)

= �2[Æi;jÆk;l + Æi;kÆj;l + Æi;lÆj;k] + (�� 3�2)Æi;jÆj;kÆk;l:
16



Now we have Ex1(t)x2(t)x3(t)x4(t)
= [Ex1(t)x2(t)][Ex3(t)x4(t)] + [Ex1(t)x3(t)][Ex2(t)x4(t)]

+[Ex1(t)x4(t)][Ex2(t)x3(t)] + (�� 3�2)
1Xi=0

h1ih2ih3ih4i: (D.11)

We see that using the first part of (D.11) leads precisely to the Gaussian formula withQG. For the remaining terms (that vanishes in the Gaussian case), we write the addi-
tional matrix in block form asQNG =

0� QNG
11 QNG

12 QNG
13QNG

21 QNG
22 QNG

23QNG
31 QNG

32 QNG
33

1A : (D.12)

In what follows we neglect the influence of the noise-free inputu0(t), which is captured
in the termQG. Also only the ”non Gaussian” contributions are treated. Cf(D.1). We
have, fori; j = 1; : : : ; na,

(Q11)i;j =
1X�=�1Eỹ(t� i)A(q�1)ỹ(t)A(q�1)ỹ(t + �)ỹ(t + � � j)

=
X� Eỹ(t� i)ỹ(t + � � j)Xk akỹ(t� k)

Xl alỹ(t + � � l)
By using the relation (D.11)

(QNG
11 )i;j = (�y � 3�2y) 1X�=�1aiÆi;j��aj

= (�y � 3�2y)aiaj:
The elements(QNG

11 )i;j=(na+1):(na+nb) can be evaluated similarly. The result can be sum-
marized as

(QNG
11 ) =

�
(�y � 3�2y)aa

T
0

0 (�u � 3�2u)bb
T � : (D.13)

Continuing with the blockQ12 leads to, fori = 1; : : : ; na,
(Q12)i = � 1X�=�1Eỹ(t + � � i)A(q�1)ỹ(t + �)ALS(q�1)ỹ(t)A(q�1)ỹ(t)

= �X� Eỹ(t + � � i)Xk akỹ(t + � � k)
Xl aLS;lỹ(t� l)Xm amỹ(t�m)

From relation (D.11), we get

(QNG
12 )i = �(�y � 3�2y) 1X�=�1aiaLS;i��ai�� : (D.14)
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Similarly, for i = na + j; j = 1; : : : ; nb one gets

(QNG
12 )i = (�u � 3�2u)

1X�=�1 bjbLS;j��bj�� : (D.15)

Summarizing the findings in (D.14) and (D.15) givesQNG
12 =

� �(�y � 3�2y)a(āTLS ā)
(�u � 3�2u)b(bTLSb)

� : (D.16)

where

ā =

�
1
a

� ; āLS =

�
1

aLS � : (D.17)

Proceeding toQ22, we get the effect due to the output and input noises asQ22 =

1X�=�1EALS(q�1)ỹ(t + �)A(q�1)ỹ(t + �)ALS(q�1)ỹ(t)A(q�1)ỹ(t)
+

1X�=�1EBLS(q�1)ũ(t + �)B(q�1)ũ(t + �)BLS(q�1)ũ(t)B(q�1)ũ(t)
=

1X�=�1EXi aLS;iỹ(t + � � i)Xk akỹ(t + � � k)
Xl aLS;lỹ(t� l)Xm amỹ(t�m)

+
1X�=�1EXi bLS;iũ(t + � � i)Xk bkũ(t + � � k)

Xl bLS;lũ(t� l)Xm bmũ(t�m)

Relation (D.11) givesQNG
22 = (�y � 3�2y)(Xi aLS;iai)2 + (�u � 3�2u)(Xi bLS;ibi)2

= (�y � 3�2y)(āTLSā)2 + (�u � 3�2u)(bTLSb)2: (D.18)

Next try to find the blockQNG
13 . Firstly, setW =

1X�=�1E'(t + �)"(t + �)'̄T (t)"(t):
Utilizing the relation'̄T (t) = ('(t) 'T (t)), it results inW = (W1 W2) withW1 =

1X�=�1E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t); (D.19)W2 =

1X�=�1E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t): (D.20)

Compare to the expression ofQ11 in (D.1), we haveWNG
1 = QNG

11 =

�
(�y � 3�2y)aa

T
0

0 (�u � 3�2u)bb
T � :
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ForW2, if the extended vector is'(t) = �y(t� na � 1), for i = 1; : : : ; na,
(W2)i =

1X�=�1Eỹ(t + � � i)A(q�1)ỹ(t + �)ỹ(t� na � 1)A(q�1)ỹ(t)
=

X� Eỹ(t + � � i)Xk akỹ(t + � � k)ỹ(t� na� 1)
Xl alỹ(t� l):

Then

(WNG
2 )i = (�y � 3�2y) 1X�=�1 aiÆi��;na+1ana+1

= (�y � 3�2y)aiana+1

= 0:
The last step comes from the fact that the true value ofana+1 equals zero. As̃u andỹ
are white noises with zero means, and both are uncorrelated with each other, it results
(WNG

2 )i = 0, wheni = na + j; j = 1; : : : ; nb.
If the extended vector is'(t) = u(t�nb�1), similar reason as above gives(WNG

2 )i = 0
for i = 1; : : : ; na. And for i = na + j; j = 1; : : : ; nb, we have

(W2)i =
1X�=�1Eũ(t + � � i)B(q�1)ũ(t + �)ũ(t� nb � 1)B(q�1)ũ(t);

(WNG
2 )i = (�u � 3�2u)bibnb+1 = 0:

To sum up, we have(WNG
2 ) = 0(na+nb)�1 for all the cases.

Next, consider the structure ofQ13. Using (D.19) and (D.20) givesQNG
13 =

 1X�=�1E'(t + �)"(t + �)'̄T (t)"(t)!NGR�1'̄ HT
=
� WNG

1 WNG
2

�R�1'̄ HT
=
� QNG

11 0
�R�1'̄ HT

=

�
(�y � 3�2y)aa

T
0na�nb 0na�1

0nb�na (�u � 3�2u)bb
T

0nb�1

�R�1'̄ HT : (D.21)

For the blockQNG
23 we noteQNG

23 =

 1X�=�1E"LS(t + �)"(t + �)'̄T (t)"(t)!NGR�1'̄ HT
=

 1X�=�1E"LS(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t);1X�=�1E"LS(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t)!NGR�1'̄ HT :
19



By setting W3 =

1X�=�1E"LS(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t) (D.22)

and considering the expression forQNG
12 , we getQNG

23 =
�
(QNG

12 )T WNG
3

�R�1'̄ HT :
When the extended vector is'(t) = �y(t� na � 1),W3 =

1X�=�1EXi aLS;iỹ(t + � � i)Xk akỹ(t + � � k)
Xl alỹ(t� l)ỹ(t� na� 1);

WNG
3 = (�y � 3�2y) 1X�=�1 aLS;na+1+�ana+1+�ana+1 = 0:

Similarly, when the extended vector is'(t) = u(t� nb � 1),WNG
3 = (�u � 3�2u)

1X�=�1 bLS;nb+1+� bnb+1+� bnb+1 = 0:
Hence,QNG

23 =
�
(QNG

12 )T WNG
3

�R�1'̄ HT
=
� �(�y � 3�2y)aT (āTLSā) (�u � 3�2u)bT (bTLSb) 0

�R�1'̄ HT :(D.23)

Finally, the similar process is done for the blockQNG
33 . We setW4 =

1X�=�1E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t): (D.24)

For'(t) = �y(t� na � 1),WNG
4 = (�y � 3�2y) 1X�=�1 a2na+1 = 0;

and for'(t) = u(t� nb � 1),WNG
4 = (�u � 3�2u)

1X�=�1 b2nb+1 = 0:
Hence the result isWNG

4 = 0.
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Considering the structure ofQ33, then we haveQNG
33 = HR�1'̄  1X�=�1E'̄(t + �)"(t + �)'̄T (t)"(t)!NGR�1'̄ HT

= HR�1'̄ �P� E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t) P� E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t)P� E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t) P� E'(t + �)"(t + �)'T (t)"(t)�NGR�1'̄ HT
= HR�1'̄ � QNG

11 WNG
2

(WNG
2 )T WNG

4

�R�1'̄ HT
= HR�1'̄ 0� (�y � 3�2y)aa

T
0na�nb 0na�1

0nb�na (�u � 3�2u)bb
T

0nb�1

01�na 01�nb 0

1AR�1'̄ HT :
(D.25)
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